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Disclaimer: This report contains general information and should not be relied upon as legal
advice. Please consult with a legal professional to learn about the relevant laws in your state.
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Positioning and Safety

The days of one citizen going out as a lone wolf and holding a single phone up to record an 
officer are coming to an end. More and more, police are devising ways to ensure that such 
“lone wolves,” along with the footage they capture, are neutralized. It is now common for 
police to take cell phones and cameras away from witnesses under the guise of collecting 
“evidence.” Thus many citizens are taking the following, more advanced strategic measures:

1. Always stay in groups of two or more when dealing with police.  There is safety and 
strength in numbers. When one person is recording a police interaction alone, then it 
opens up the possibility for police to confiscate the phone and engage in various kinds 
of abuse. Since there were no witnesses, it would be that one person's word against 
the officer's word, making accountability unlikely. When multiple witnesses are present,
the events that took place can be more strongly verified. If you happen to be out alone 
and encounter a questionable scene that you feel compelled to document, then you 
can spontaneously talk to other citizens nearby and ask them to come along with you, 
or at the very least you can let them know what you're doing and share your concerns. 
Most citizens are concerned about police activity and will gladly join you. 

2. Activate multiple cameras from multiple angles. Ensure that in addition to the person 
filming up front, there are two or three others filming from more remote locations, with 
multiple phones and alternative recording devices activated. Example: Person A is up 
close filming the police with a smart phone while wearing a pair of sunglasses 
equipped with a micro camera; Person B is on the other side of the street using a 
digital camera with high-powered zoom functionality to record Person A's interaction 
with police; and Person C is in an even more remote location filming with a “God's eye”
view of all parties, perhaps using a personal camera drone (which can be purchased 
on Amazon).

3. Download and use live streaming technology. Live streaming apps and platforms serve
at least two main purposes when it comes to documenting police activity. First, they 
allow an audience of potentially hundreds of thousands to view the activity online as its
happening in real time -- this is like having thousands of witnesses with you at the 
scene itself. Second, live streaming apps keep the footage safe and secure by giving 
users the option to automatically upload the footage in the event that the phone is shut 
off or broken unexpectedly. See the next section for more specifics about this.
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Live Streaming Technology

The following are three of the most reliable apps for live streaming:

1. Ustream
Ustream comes with the following features as described on its website:

• Watch live and recent videos, discover upcoming events
• Broadcast live to any number of viewers using the camera of your device
• Chat with your live audience 
• Upload pre-recorded videos into the Ustream app in original quality
• Schedule and manage upcoming events on your Ustream Channels
• Follow other Ustream Channels, get notifications for events you’re attending 

2. Livestream
Livestream comes with the following features as described on its website:

Broadcast live from your device camera to viewers watching on Livestream.com or 
Livestream apps. Send a link via Facebook, Twitter, text message or email to invite 
friends to watch live. Interact with viewers via Livestream’s built-in chat.

Includes live streaming support from GoPro Hero® cameras via your iPhone 4G 
connection (including a feature to lock the screen so that you can leave your iPhone in 
your pocket while streaming). 

3. Jumicam
Jumicam comes with the following features as described on its website:

A high performance monitoring, tracking & spying system that connects your mobile 
device to an unlimited number of web cameras & PCs, streaming multiple live video 
and audio webcam feeds to your iDevice, now with Motion Detection and Live Push 
notifications. 

JumiCam is a powerful remote monitoring solution, enabling you to watch video stream
of multiple webcams. Track a live feed of any connected location and simultaneously 
view any of the connected PC desktops' activity.
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Disseminating Footage Online:

Once you have the video footage, it is important to get it backed up and disseminated online 
as soon as possible. It is not uncommon for police to follow up with witnesses and confiscate 
their phones or raid their homes even after the footage was taken. Here are a few quick ways 
to achieve this. 

-Immediately place a copy of the footage on an encrypted thumb drive and store it in a safe 
location so that you have a “hard” back-up. 

-Immediately email copies of the video file to reliable friends and family. 

-Upload the file to YouTube.com and/or Vimeo.com, and wait for the sites to process and 
assign a link for your footage. Once you have the link, spread it online, especially on media 
sites that focus on police accountability, such as www.FilmingCops.com. You can also upload 
your footage directly to your social media account, such as Facebook or Tumblr, rather than 
getting a YouTube link. 

NOTE: If you use a live streaming app, you can configure the settings so that the app itself 
automatically spreads your footage online in the event that your phone is turned off or broken.
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Conclusion

Now that you have some quick-start advanced information, it's important to take a step back 
and familiarize yourself with more basic details about filming police, such as legislation in your
area that could affect you, what to do in case your camera malfunctions, what to do in case 
police engage you and demand your camera, and how to recover footage that has been 
deleted. We strongly recommend the following two sources to cover these details and more. 
First, Cop Block, a pro-police accountability organization, has a comprehensive fact sheet on 
Filming Police.  Second, the ACLU has a useful and informative guide called Know Your 
Rights for photographers. 

Stay active and safe!

http://www.copblock.org/filmthepolice/
https://www.aclu.org/kyr-photo
https://www.aclu.org/kyr-photo

